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274104

Feature
Enhance
ment
Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

Add &
Edit

273894

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

273051

Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

273115

Feature
Enhance
ment
Feature
Enhance
ment

N/A

Feature
Enhance
ment
Product
Bug

N/A

274443

231803

272906

273263
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N/A

N/A

7.0.13

Title

Release Note

Not Required If layout cell attributes now work with multi-valued fields

This is a new feature to enhance
the available logic for configuring
complex sites
Add & Improved performance for AJAX refresh calls on add / edit layouts
The handling of very large,
Edit
complex layouts has been
improved by rewriting some of
the Ajax processing to handle
embedded layouts and "visible if"
elements more efficiently.
EV Mail Increased limit on text area fields being processed with EVMail
There was a previous limitation
on the size of text area fields
within ExtraView (32k). EVMail
would therefore not allow more
than this number of characters to
be processed. Now, text area
fields can be of any size, so the
limit on incoming text fields has
been enlarged to 512k.
General New ability to download the most recent saved PDF template from within the PDFmapping utility
Within the PDF Mapping Utility,
code
we now store the original PDF
issues
before it is processed, so the
user can view this at any time,
without retaining their original
copy
Notificatio New support for TLS with SMTPS
The BatchMail task can now be
n
configured to use TLS with
SMTPS
Search / New ability to choose whether or not to display parent issues on a hierarchical report when there are no children
This ability enhances reporting
Report
hierarchies. Previously the
parent records were suppressed
when there were no child
records. Now, this is an option in
the report editor, so the user has
the choice of whether to display
parents when there are no
children.
Search / Ability to export text field values with leading zeroes to Excel and for zeroes to be displayed instead of cutting them This prevents Excel from
Report off
removing leading zeros on
numeric fields.
Add & Invalid dates were sometimes accepted
The rules for handling date input
Edit
did not correctly interpret a user's
locale, which sometimes led
dates to be validated incorrectly.
This has been fixed.
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272724

Product
Bug

7.0.8

BatchMail BatchMail logs shows repeated attempts every 5 seconds to send an email prefixed with 4 underscores

274083

Product
Bug

7.0.12

BatchMail BatchMail task would not retry after encountering an error

273749

Product
Bug

7.0.13

274081

Product
Bug

N/A

274117

Product
Bug

7.0.12

273217

Product
Bug

7.0.12

ExtraView Confidential

Module

Charts

Title

Release Note

Drilldowns from chart on PROJECT field not working and caused session expiry

Database When Daylight Savings Time began, times were off by one hour on a system where users spanned a number of
time zones

Database History showed double entries for some fields after an export and import on a MySQL dataase

File
Import
(GUI)

Customer had errors when performing a User File Import
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This error was repeated in the log
file, after a genuine failure to
send an email. The error should
only have been generated once.
The problem was fixed.
There is now a new parameter
named "check_connect_pause"
in the BatchMail task. This is the
number of seconds to wait before
timing out, waiting for a response
from the mail server -- it is only
used when the connection has
failed and batchmail is trying to
restart. This gives the task a
better chance of restarting
successfully after there was a
problem with the mail server or
connection to the mail server.
The root cause for this issue was
the use of the PROJECT field in
conjunction with the AREA field.
The delimiter between the two
caused a problem for the charting
module. The problem was
resolved.
This proved to be an Oracle
problem, not an ExtraView
problem. The combination of the
Oracle 11.2.0.3 JDBC driver with
the 9.2.0.8 Oracle database
exhibited the problem. An older
JDBC driver from 11.1.0.7 was
put in place and the problem was
resolved. Oracle has been
informed of the problem.
The import process had an
incorrect trigger, causing some
record types to be updated once
by the import process and once
by ExtraView believing a record
was being inserted as a new
record. This has been rectified
so the trigger is only enabled
after all the import is complete.
This was traced to a problem in
the length of a field value within
the import file. This was fixed.
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250481

Product
Bug

6.6.3

Layout Embedded report layout did not display values
Rendering

273125

Product
Bug

6.6.3

Relations Related Issue Display error in Firefox 19.0
hips

273144

Product
Bug

7.0.13

Relations "THERE IS AN ERROR" seen within a Related Issue Display
hips

272609

Product
Bug

7.0.13

Search / Blank HTML Area fields not suppressed on Detailed report
Report

272624

Product
Bug

7.0.13

Search / Planning Report dependency pop-up window displayed the wrong fields
Report

273467

Product
Bug

8.0

274028

Product
Bug

7.0.12

ExtraView Confidential

Module

Title

Release Note

Search / The help tip provided on the field lists within reports was truncated unnecessarily
Report

Search / Issue with Scheduled Report displaying different results than when the report was sent direclty to a browser
Report
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When a detailed report layout
contained an embedded layout,
there were occasions when the
field labels would appear on the
report, but no values would
appear against the labels. This
has been fixed.
Mozilla introduced a bug into
Firefox version 19. This affected
related issue displays and
searching for users in the user
popup dialog. We have
introduced a workaround to the
problem in version 7.0.14.
Patches for other versions can be
obtained from ExtraView
Support.
This was observed after a misconfiguration on a site. The error
template that should have been
displayed to give a neat error
message was missing. The
template is now in place.
With the behavior setting named
REPORT_SUPPRESS_BLANK_
LINES being set to YES, when
HTML Area fields were placed on
a complete row of a detailed
report, the row title should have
been suppressed when the field
value was null. This was not
happening. The problem has
been fixed.
This was corrected, so the
correct fields will now appear
within the dependency popup
field.
This was only evident on very
long field titles, where the title
was truncated to 50 characters.
The full 100 characters is not
available on tooltips
This only affected charts which
used a subset of the "selected
values to chart" field. On
occasions, the wrong values
were being interpreted by the
report scheduler. The problem
has been fixed.
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Module

274194

Product
Bug

7.0.11

XML
Import
and
Export

Title

Release Note

Metadata Export failed

It was found on this one site that
there was a missing constraint on
the database. Although it does
not appear that this is a problem
in other sites, the constraint has
been added again to all
databases with this release, to
prevent this occuring on any
other site.

Count: 22 records
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